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minerals

have

macroscopic
properties

especially

bonding

unit cell stacking

packing

based on

classification (example)
- elements (diamond, gold)
- sulfides (pyrite)
- sulfates (gypsum)
- carbonates (calcite)
- oxides (ruby)
- silicates (quartz, feldspar)

are
for example

strength: hardness
  fracture/cleavage
shape: crystal faces
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physical: 
 - density
 - optical: diapheneity
        lustre
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 - magnetic
 - piezoelectric
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plate tectonics

rigid lithospheric plates

states that

change in location over time:
- palaeomagnetism
    APWP continents rel to pole
    sea-floor anomalies
- hot-spot tracks
- GPS, VLBI

measured
by

relative movement
2-10 cm/yr
(fingernail growth)

accommodate

convergent   divergent   transform
- subduction  - mid-ocean ridges - fossil “fracture zones”
- continent collision - continental rifts
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Lecture 3.  Plate tectonics



sun’s energy

drives

weather

hurricanes, typhoons,
tropical cyclones
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Lecture 4.  “Natural” disasters



surface

depth
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to

source

determine

sedimentary rocks
- clastic    ex: sandstone, shale
- evaporites rock salt, gypsum
- biochemical limestone

weathering at surface

reflected in
density: light  heavy
magma: sticky  runny
eruption: violent calm

existing rocks
“protolith”

freezes to
melt

productformsprocessundergoes

at hot spots
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subduction

heating
pressure release
water/CO2

forms
through

composition felsic  mafic
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fine   rhyolite basalt

coarse  granite gabbro
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igneous rocks
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Lecture 5.  Rocks



groundwater

collects
in

saturated
zone

will cause
wells

tap

drives

elevation + pressure

aquiferin

described byis

slow
relates to permeability = linkage

connected pores and cracks

porosity = empty space

has
through

flow
does
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dissolved (ions)
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bed (rolling, bouncing)

is
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= volume / time
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Lecture 6.  Water above and 
  below ground



geologic time
“how old?”

 can be measured as

observed in field as

relative time
“what happened first?”

recorded by

 can be ordered as

radiometric dating

requires

absolute time
“how many years ago?”

is based on

evolution

manifest in

fossils geologic principles

explained by

cooperation
of life and planet

today
     65 Myr
   250 Myr
   550 Myr
2,500 Myr
4,400 Myr
4,567 Myr

geologic time scale

Gaia hypothesis

combined to create

Phanerozoic:   time of mammals (ice ages)
   time of dinosaurs
   from ocean to land
Proterozoic: photosynthesis (oxygen)
Archean:  bacteria (1st crust)
Hadean:  (core, moon)

Lecture 7.  Geologic time, fossils, 
  and evolution
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topography
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vegetation
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Lecture 8.  Geologic structures, 
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climate
system

 averages interact in

historic past

weather

atmospheric CO2

allows us to conclude that

atmosphere
cryosphere
oceans
biosphere
lithosphere

two stable states:
- hothouse
- icehouse

 between change

 undergoes
greenhouse effect

Earth’s orbit

albedo (esp. ice)

 forced by

pollen, tree rings
ice core data
(ex:O isotope ratios)

inferred
from

temperaturemeasured 
by

geologic past

we need to reduce emissions, 
for example by carbon capture and storage (CCS)

 modeled
          for

 balance

so we can
remain in
preferred of

 includes

future prediction: problem for society

contributes to

and
produce
less

Lecture 9.  Climate change



Canadian landmass has 
experienced

shield

are

came 

together by

geologic units

make up

plate tectonic
processes

 very young: glacial landforms

young: Phanerozoic mountain belts
  (ex: Appallachians, Cordillera)
 and
 Phanerozoic sedimentary cover
  (ex: Alberta, S Ontario)

old: Proterozoic mountain belts
  (ex: Grenville, Trans-Hudson)

very old: Archean cratons
  (ex: Slave, Superior)

platform

climate change

meteorite impacts

have
affected

is
evident
in

is called

make up

can
be
studied
in

link together

blankets
part of

Lecture 10.  Brief geologic overview 
  of Canada
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